Thinking Inside the Box
How the Subscription Economy is Changing Retail
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Introduction
It wasn’t too long ago that retail had a very specific meaning: stores stocked goods, and
consumers visited those stores when they needed something particular. Sure, some retailers
offered catalogues that customers could use to get products delivered directly to their homes.
But this was the exception, not the rule; the vast majority of consumers shopped locally and left
stores with products in hand.
But this equation has been flipped on its head in the past two decades. More than a billion people
buy goods online each year, accounting for more than a trillion dollars in annual revenue. In the
US, the shift is even clearer: More than 80% of the entire US population has made an online
purchase, accounting for more than 7.5% of all retail revenue generated. New products—like
Amazon Echo and Google Home—are making it easier than ever for consumers to buy products
from their homes.
But it’s not just volume: The explosion of online shopping has had a huge impact on nearly every
aspect of the retail industry. Mobile payments are ballooning, supply chains are tightening, and
delivery options are expanding.
Perhaps most interestingly, though, is the fact that the ubiquity of eCommerce isn’t just
changing the way existing retailers think about their businesses—it’s spawning entirely new retail
sub-industries.
Subscription boxes are perhaps the clearest and strongest example of this.
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In the last few years, fearless disruptors and forward-thinking big brands have created a
thriving micro-industry from essentially whole cloth. Tens of millions of Americans now
pay monthly for regular deliveries of everything from meal kits and pet toys to clothing
and makeup. And every day another of these subscription box companies enters
the fray.
While the meteoric emergence of the subscription economy is clear, its causes and
consequences are not. Are subscription boxes here to stay? Why have consumers
jumped on board so quickly? What does the success of subscription box retailers mean
for existing retailers?
One reason that these questions have yet to be satisfyingly answered is that no one
really knows. It’s tough to get inside the minds of consumers, especially in an industry
as varied and sprawling as retail.
Luckily, there is one way to gain insight into these questions: social media. Social
networks like Twitter, Facebook and Instagram are the perfect lens into the mind of
today’s consumer. Crimson Hexagon recently studied millions of tweets over several
years to answer key questions about the subscription economy, including:
1

Who is the core audience for subscription boxes?

2

What attracts them to the subscription economy?

3

Which subscription companies are dominating the overall conversation?

In this report, we dig deep into the data to answer these questions and more. The
findings laid out here will help retailers new and old understand what impact the
subscription economy is having on the retail industry and what it means.
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Executive Summary
Conversation around subscription boxes kicked off around 2010, and really started
to explode around 2013.
The audience for subscription boxes is almost three-quarters female and over
35 years old.
Consumers choose the subscription economy for excitement, surprise, convenience
and a curated touch.

Subscription Economy at a Glance
Grown 3,000% in the last three years.
21.4 million site visits in January 2016.
Traditional retailers like Starbucks, Sephora, Walmart have entered the market.

Methodology
To study the subscription economy, we used social data from the past five years and
analyzed it through Crimson Hexagon’s social intelligence platform. We divided the
industry into four main product categories: apparel, beauty, food, and pets. Within each
category, we selected the three key players (by conversation volume) and studied the
audience from a variety of angles, including post volume, emotional sentiment,
demographics, and other interests.
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The Rise of Subscription Boxes

A decade ago, the term “subscription box” was essentially non-existent. The idea of
regular deliveries of clothing, makeup or (especially) fresh food wouldn’t have just been
foreign to consumers, it would have been perplexing.
But oh how quickly things change. In just a few years the subscription economy has
rapidly emerged as one of the fastest-growing retail segments, and a true industry
disruptor. Nimble entrants have cropped up in every corner of the retail industry, and
long-standing cornerstones like Walmart and Target have themselves entered the fold.
Subscription boxes are now a micro-industry unto themselves, and they show no signs
of slowing.
But how did the rise of subscription boxes unfold?
In this section, we use social data to chart the rise of subscription boxes, from 2010
through the present.
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Subscription boxes are now a
micro-industry unto themselves,
and they show no signs of slowing.

The Four Categories
To provide a more granular look at the rise of subscription boxes, we
divided the larger industry into four main categories:
1

Apparel

2

Beauty

3

Food & Beverage

4

Pets

Dividing the landscape this way allowed us to get a more detailed
understanding of when the subscription economy really hit its stride,
on a category-by-category basis.
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The Four Categories (cont'd)
For example, we can see that the beauty category—spurred by early subscription box
leader, BirchBox—was one of the first segments to gain traction. And it remains the
most discussed category today.

Retail Subscription Services: Conversation Volume Trends
2010-2015
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The Four Categories (cont'd)
Furthermore, we can begin to see the distinct periods of the subscription economy’s
popularization:

Pre-2010

2010-2012

2013

2015-present

The Unknown

The Early Years

The Explosion

Ubiquity

Subscription boxes have not
yet arrived

The BirchBox / Graze years. These
two vanguards lead the way, and they
have few competitors. There is not
much social conversation
surrounding the topic in general.

2013 saw the entrance of many new
players in the subscription economy
landscape. Some—like ipsy and
BarkBox—rise rapidly in popularity.

The subscription box playing field
is now packed — offerings are
more diverse and categories more
competitive.
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Who is the Subscription Box Audience?

Now that we’ve detailed the rise of the subscription box economy, it’s time to look
at what accounted for this rise: i.e. the subscribers themselves.
What does the average subscription box customer look like? What social networks
do they use to share their experiences with subscription boxes? How does the
subscription box audience vary by product category?

Gender
The subscription box audience is largely female—nearly three-quarters overall. But,
unsurprisingly, the gender breakdown of audience varies dramatically based on the
offering itself. Given that some services—like Dollar Shave Club and BirchBox—are
essentially gender-specific, this is an intuitive finding. But the predominance of women

Gender Breakdown (%)
25

for non-gendered offerings like BarkBox and Blue Apron is telling—women dominate
the conversation surrounding subscription boxes.

75

Female

12

Male

Age
At first glance, you might assume that the audience for subscription boxes would skew
quite young. Like so many rapidly growing industries, the subscription box movement is
a tech phenomenon bent on disrupting an established, slow-moving industry.
But our research shows that more than half of all of the consumers engaged in the
subscription economy are over 35. With a few notable exceptions—like ipsy and Graze—
the audiences for subscription boxes are predominantly over 35.

Age Breakdown (%)
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Social Habits
We’ve talked about who the audience for subscription boxes is, but what about where they discuss the subscription economy?
When we analyzed the conversation surrounding subscription boxes by social channel, we found that Twitter is the main venue for
discussing subscription boxes. Indeed, around two-thirds of posts mentioning specific subscription box offerings were on Twitter.
But this breakdown wasn’t uniform across all four categories. Pet-focused subscription boxes—BarkBox, MeowBox and PawsPack—were
much more evenly divided among the three major social networks: Facebook, Tumblr and Twitter.

Retail Subscription Services: Content Sources by Industry
2010-2015
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Well, don't just stand there, foo'! Open it!!!!
@barkbox #pug #pugs #puglife #pugstagram
#pugsofinstagram #instapug #thestruggleisreal

Other Interests

BirchBox vs ipsy Aﬃnities

One of the best ways to better understand a specific audience

BirchBox

is to learn what other things they are interested in. Not only can

Parenting
2x more (vs ipsy)

this help you get a better idea of what makes a member of the
subscription economy different than the average economy, but—
perhaps even more importantly—how the audiences for different

Coupons
3x more

services compare.
Comparing Audience Interests for Similar Services

Management
5x more

You might, for example, assume that consumers within the
beauty category have similar tastes, regardless of which specific

Design
5x more

service they subscribe to. We found that this was not necessarily
true. For example, when we compared the interests of people
discussing BirchBox to those discussing ipsy, we found that the

Advertising
6x more

two audiences were quite distinct. Ipsy fans, for example, were
much more interested in youth-oriented topics like YouTube,
homework and Snapchat. BirchBox fans, conversely, were more

Jewelry
6x more

interested in traditionally older subjects like parenting,
management and entrepreneurship. This distinction was in line
with the age breakdown shown earlier, that ipsy has a younger

Entrepreneurship
9x more

audience than BirchBox.

Surﬁng
47x more
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ipsy
YouTube
4x more (vs BirchBox)
Justin Bieber
4x more
One Direction
4x more
Homework
3x more
Snapchat
3x more
Miley Cyrus
2x more
Glee
1x more
Starbucks
1x more

"Christmas Every Day": Why People Choose
Subscription Boxes

We now know what the rise of subscription boxes looked like and
what types of consumers are participating in the growing market, but
there is another critical question: why? Why are consumers flocking
to this emerging industry? What appeals to them about receiving

Total Conversation Volume by Category
2010-2015
888k

Beauty

regular shipments of products they’re accustomed to buying in
stores?
When we analyzed the conversation surrounding the four categories
and all 12 brands, there was a clear consensus on what draws

315k

Food & Beverage

187k

Apparel

consumers to subscription boxes: surprise and excitement. Again
and again, consumers posted on social about how receiving a new

Pets

box in the mail—regardless of the product category—made them
feel like it was Christmas morning.
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0
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In this section, we’ll dive deeper into the reasons consumers choose

Clearly, the beauty category outpaces all others in terms of

subscription boxes, as well as how those reasons vary by category.

conversation volume, and this is reflected in the positive

Each reason is ranked in terms of how frequently the reason was

reactions from consumers on social—makeup and beauty

mentioned as a proportion of the total volume of conversation sur-

boxes routinely elicited the highest volume of positive

rounding subscription boxes.

sentiment.

Because the brands were mentioned in varying volumes, it’s worth
taking a moment to look at the overall conversation volume for the
categories included in this report.
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Excitement and Surprise
When we analyzed the types of words people used in posts about subscription boxes,
the answer became very clear: excitement and surprise. Many people said that
opening a box from one of the vendors we studied made them feel like it was

Ashlee
@ashlee_115
@getbarkbox Just ordered Bowie his first bark
box which will come in June! Can't wait for him to
receive and open it! #justlikechristmas
3:30 PM - 21 May 2013

Christmas morning. The excitement and anticipation of opening a box without
knowing its contents was a major factor in the decision to subscribe to a subscription
box service.

Jenny Fredrickson
@Jfred628
@birchbox OMG!!!! I just signed up the other day.
Sooooo excited to get my first box! It's like
Christmas in September! #patientlywaiting
12:02 AM - 14 September 2013
Judy M
@realestatechick
@grazeusa TY! I love getting my Graze boxes in
the mail..there's always a yummy surprise inside
it's like Christmas Day every week! :-)
12:02 AM - 14 September 2013

Volume of Surprise and Excitement Mentions

Beauty
180K

Food & Beverage
63K

Apparel
23K
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Pets
24K

Other Reasons Consumers Opt for Subscription Boxes
Although surprise and excitement were by far the most common reasons consumers mentioned for starting or sticking with a subscription,
there were several other reasons that received significant volume.
Unlike surprise and excitement, however, these reasons were not always present across each of the four categories. Below is a breakdown
of the most common reasons for the four categories included in our study, sorted by volume of mentions.

Beauty

Food & Beverage

Apparel

Pets

High Quality Products & Variety
(30K)
People love the high quality selection
of products these beauty subscription
box brands have to offer. Subscribers
enjoy the exposure to new and
different products to test drive.

Convenient & Delicious (50K)
Prepackaged meals delivered to
people’s doors eliminate the hassle of
making trips to the grocery or figuring
out what to cook for dinner. It’s an
easy and delicious option for many
with quality ingredients leaving some
subscribers pleasantly surprised.

Personal Touch, Tailored Products
(10K)
People are excited by the idea of
having a personal stylist to take the
guess work out of fashion and save
time on shopping. People like how
the items are customized specifically
for them to suit their style tastes and
sizes while eliminating the hassle of
staying up to date on the latest trends
or going to a store.

Spoiled Pets Make Happy Owners
(15K)
People love spoiling and making their
pets happy. People look forward to
taking pictures, videos, and
documenting their pets opening the
boxes to share with others, especially
if it’s their first box delivery.

Affordable for the Value (19K)
Potential subscribers often wonder
if these services are “worth it” and
overwhelmingly the response is yes.
When full size, name brand products
are delivered, people feel the
subscription is worth the price.
Exceptional Customer Service (12K)
Replacing damaged items, quickly
responding to customer needs, or
providing hassle-free resolutions are
some of the reasons why many people
enjoy subscribing to these brands.

Healthy Options (15K)
People are seeking out healthier
options when it comes to snacks and
food. Combining this priority with
tasty (and easy-to-make) meals and
snacks inspires people to subscribe
to food delivery services.

Exceptional Customer Service (6K)
Replacing damaged items, quickly
responding to customer needs, or
providing hassle-free solutions are
some of the reasons why many people
enjoy subscribing to these brands

People Love Cooking Again (4K)
Seasoned and inexperienced cooks
alike enjoy these services because it’s
a fun experience in the kitchen, either
working with new ingredients
or cooking a meal for the first time.
Subscribers channel their inner chef
and enjoy the benefits of cooking at
home with easy to follow recipes while
giving them confidence in the kitchen.
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Charitable to Animal Shelters &
Rescues (3K)
BarkBox’s charitable giving and
support for shelters and rescue
animals prompts people to not only
share about their own rescue pets but
solidifies subscribers’ loyalty to the
brand. People love spoiling their pets
but the added bonus of knowing their
purchase supports animal welfare
encourages many to subscribe to the
brand or talk about the brand’s efforts.

While surprise was, by a wide margin, the leading contributor to positive
sentiment, we found slightly lower volumes, but equally insightful

Tracey Parry
@kilbeydotcom

indications, for other commonly expressed reasons about why

Made our first #blueApron and feel like a legit chef! Amazing
chicken & pasta. Tonight, Cuban sandwiches. Yum!

consumers enjoy subscription boxes.

6:06 PM - 21 Mar 2016

Here are some of the highlights:

Customized & High Quality Products

Darla
@imhkr

Many consumers also expressed their joy in receiving a box of
curated products tailored to their tastes. Instead of spending time trying
to discern the difference between similar products on a shelf—or get an
accurate sense of a product online—consumers enjoy their subscription

I was super happy with my last few Stitchfix's. It helped me get
over the anxiety of clothing shopping and not knowing anything
of style
9:28 AM - 18 Feb 2015

services because they are, for the most part, confident that the
companies are exposing them to new products and using their category
knowledge to send only the highest-quality products.

Sacha Cohen
@sachacohenOC

For some services, the curatorial and educational aspect was even

Just got goodies for the pup from @barkbox & 10% of proceeds
go to local rescue orgs.

more prominent. Services like Trunk Club and Club W, for example,

9:55 AM - 26 Dec 2012

are commonly referenced as options that not only provide a more
convenient way to buy clothes and wine, but also a way to get more
educated about those two categories.

Is Ipsy worth it?- Absolutely! I always say this and once again, totally
worth my $10 I have been an Ipsy subscriber for 8 months now and
love it. I have been happy with each bag and they have been valued
at over $10 so in my opinion, it's worth it.
Blog post, April 2014
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Convenience
Of course, convenience is another commonly expressed reason for why people choose
subscription boxes. Not having to trek to physical stores or sort through thousands of
similar products online is one of the main reasons you’d expect people to opt for
subscription boxes, and the data backed it up.
This was especially true for the food and beverage category. This is logical, as meal
planning and food shopping is time-intensive, and a common frustration point for
people who want to eat healthfully without devoting hours each day.
Indeed, nearly 15% of all posts surrounding food and beverage subscription services
were about the convenience. All categories had a certain share of comments around
convenience, but food and beverage services stood out.

Brianna Reynaud
@BaquePaque
Thank you @blueapron - delicious and so very convenient after
a big day at work. #fresh #easy #gratitude

I don't know about you, but I need help with my "styling." I'm a DIY girl. I
spend most of my time in yoga pants and tshirts... I used to like to shop for
clothes when I was younger, but now, not so much. I don't have the time,
and I am too picky. So Cyndi convinced me to try StitchFix

11:30 PM - 12 Aug 2015

Blog post, May 2013
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Great Customer Service
One somewhat surprising revelation from the data was that most consumers view the
customer service associated with subscription services as a big positive. It would be
understandable that ordering a surprise box of products from a company that you
never see in person may be a problematic experience, but for the most part this
appears to be the opposite of the consensus.
In almost every product category, there was a sizable share of social posts praising
providers for their exception and prompt customer service. Interestingly, the highest
share of positive customer service sentiment came in the beauty and apparel category.

Miranda Selover
@mirandaselover

Aaron Craig
@aaroncraig

If you're wondering about signing up for @birchbox, do it. They
have the best customer support ever, not to mention the boxes
are so fun!

Thanks @trunkclub for getting back to me fast & sorting
everything out. Love the clothes service, & now liking the
customer service more!

28 Jan 2014

4:24 PM - 26 Feb 2015
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How Do Consumers Feel about Subscription
Services?

By this point it should be clear how and why subscription services have taken off. We’ve tracked
their rise, analyzed their audiences and seen what consumers talk about when they discuss them
on social networks.
But there’s one more piece of the puzzle: How do consumers feel about them? Are they satisfied
with their experiences? Are they unsubscribing in droves? Where is there room for improvement?
To get to that, we looked at the sentiment surrounding the overall subscription box conversation.
When we analyzed the data we found that, on the whole, consumers are quite satisfied with the
services, and the most common emotion connected to the discussion is joy.

Net Sentiment by Category (%)
2010-2015
Negative

Positive

-14

Apparel

48

-16

Beauty

47

-21

Food & Beverage

43
-14

Pets
-50
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60%
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80%
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53

50
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30
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5

80%
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40%
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8
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40%
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7

7
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8

9
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4

5
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4
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11
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5

5
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3

7

5

9

11

10

8

6
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74

4

9

30

Combined with the growth of the overall conversation surrounding subscription services, the fact that the sentiment is largely positive is a
strong indication that the market is likely to keep growing.
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Conclusion: What Subscription Boxes Mean
For Retailers

The social conversation surrounding subscription boxes makes one thing very clear:
This emerging micro-industry is unlikely to be just a flash in the pan. The
discussion is growing, consumer sentiment is high, and new companies are entering
the market all the time.
So what’s next for the subscription box economy? And what does it mean for the retail
industry?
There are, of course, no easy answers to these questions, but using the social data
it is possible to draw some interesting conclusions.
The first is that subscription box offerings are likely to expand in the near future.
The past five years have seen a rapid diversification of the market—what started with
makeup and clothing has quickly grown to encompass food, pet toys, jewelry and more.
And as the market continues to grow, the variations of boxes is likely to as well.
The second is that existing retailers may want to test the subscription box waters
themselves. (Many have already.) Subscription box services have exposed a gap in the
retail market: namely, a desire for an exciting, convenient, and curated way to purchase
products.
Whether this market for subscription boxes is growing thanks to specific shifts in
consumer demographics or due to advances in technology and shipping, it is clear that
there is still room for new entrants. And if they want to avoid losing a large chunk of
their audience, existing retail brands should be among them.
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